GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE AUCTION ON WWW.DIREKTCAR.RO, APPLICABLE TO THE
BUYER
(Hereinafter referred to as “The Regulation for the Buyer” or “The Agreement”)
Pentadox & Weg SRL, with its registered office in Bucuresti, Str. Poterasi, Nr. 29, Cam. 22, district 4,
registered at the Companies Register under no. J40/15267/2017, CIF 38175719, (“Auction house” or
“Auctioneer”) offers by means of the website direcktcar.ro (“The Platform”) belonging to the Auction
House, intermediation services, consisting in organizing, preparing, and validating an auction for a Lot
(“The Services”), between a Seller and a User, respectively Buyer (as they are defined in the Glossary
of terms), against a Fee and a Commission (as they are defined in the Glossary of terms), under the
condition described in this Regulation for the seller and in the Regulation for the buyer.
This Regulation, together with the Regulation in Section “General Terms and Conditions Applicable to
the Sellers” represents the agreement of the Parties on the terms and conditions for accessing the
Platform, for creating the Account and for participating in the Auction.
Glossary of Terms:
Parties – represent the parties of this Agreement, respectively the Auction House, the User, the Seller,
and the Buyer;
The Auction House – Pentadox & Weg SRL, with its registered office in Bucuresti, Str. Poterasi, Nr. 29,
Cam. 22, district 4, registered at the Companies Register under no. J40/15267/2017, fiscal code
38175719, bank account RO66INGB0000999908999383, opened at ING Bank, phone: +40-721-231
231 email office@direktcar.ro, as organiser of the Auction by means of the Platform (also referred to
as “Auctioneer”); the Auction House is NOT the seller, but only the provider of intermediation services
for the sale between the seller and the buyer;
The Platform – the website www.direktcar.ro owned and administered by the Auction house;
Lot – a product being offered for sale within the Platform, in an indivisible way (a vehicle, a set of
wheels, a part or a package of spare parts, etc.);
Seller – the owner of a Lot (Lots) subjected to the Auction within the Platform;
User – any person accessing the Platform; it can be the owner of a Lot or a potential Buyer;
Bidder – a user placing an offer as part of an auction;
The Bidder with the highest bid – is the bidder (user) who has placed the highest offer at a given
moment.
Buyer – the Bidder who, at the end of the Auction, has placed the Winning Bid for a Lot; the Buyer has
the obligation to buy and pay the price of the lot to the Seller and the commission owed to the Auction
House.
Commission – the commission the Auction House has a right to, owed by the Buyer, consisting in 5%
of the value of the Winning Bid, but not less than 100 EUR and not more than 5,000 EUR. The payment
of the Commission by the Romanian buyers is done in lei at the EUR-RON exchange rate of the National
Bank of Romania (NBR) on the closing day of the Auction;

Online Auction– the bidding process on the Platform of a price for a Lot by the Users, beginning with
the Starting Price and ending with the Highest bid placed when reaching the Closing Time of the
auction for the respective lot, given that during the countdown period no other bid was placed;
The Closing of the Auction – the exact moment (hour and minute) when the Countdown for a Lot
ends;
Countdown – is the period of time of 3 minutes before the announced closing time for the auction for
a certain Lot; the countdown starts again every time a bid is placed during this period;
Extension of the Auction – every successive period of 3 minutes the Auction for a Lot is extended with,
if a new bid is placed during the Countdown period;
Starting Price – is the value the Auction for a lot starts at; this is NOT the selling price;
Minimum Selling Price – is the price agreed between the Auction House and the Seller below which
the Lot cannot be sold and which is not known to the Users;
Bid – value in money of the bid placed by a User participating in the Auction for buying a Lot; the first
bid has the value of the starting price, the next bids are incremented by the Auction House; placing a
bid is a commitment, meaning that the bidder cannot withdraw their bid and if they win a lot they are
obligated to pay the price and the commission;
Current bid – the last bid placed at a given moment of the auction for a lot, meaning the value offered
by a user at a given moment of the Auction;
Highest Bid – the highest bid placed by a User after which no other higher bid has been placed during
the Closing Process;
Winning Bid – the highest bid, equal or higher than the Minimum Selling Price or lower than this, if
the Seller agrees to the sale at the value of the Highest Bid;
Number of Bids – the number of bids placed by the users during the auction for a certain Lot; it does
not represent the value of the bids, but only how many times someone has placed a bid for a Lot;
Viewing – the right of the potential Buyers to inspect the Lots at the place and time specified by the
Auction House following the request of the potential buyers for a viewing by filling the form which can
be accessed by using the button “Lot Viewing Request”;
Collecting (picking up) the purchased goods – the time at and the terms under which the lot(s)
purchased can be collected are subject to an agreement between seller and buyer;
“Where is, how is” – is the condition under which the Lots are sold as part of online auctions, being
offered no guarantee by the seller or the Auction House regarding certain qualities of the Lot; the
potential buyer has the responsibility to inspect the Lots before placing a bid, by not exercising this
right losing the right to future claims regarding the defects of the Lot; the description of the Lots within
the Platform is done by the Seller under the supervision of the Auction House, observing the principles
of good faith but with no obligation of the Auction House regarding the performance of technical or
legal inspection on the Lot;
Auction Documentation – the ownership Documents of the Lot or the Lots, copy of the ID card /
passport of the owner or the agent, power of attorney issued by a notary by which you have been
mandated by the owner to proceed to the sale of the Lot, if necessary, relevant pictures of the Lot
depicting inclusively apparent defects of the Lot (e.g.: scratches, missing parts, cracks, stains, ruptures,

etc.) which can influence the decision of a potential buyer to buy the Lot, bank statement regarding
the bank account of the Seller and where the price of the Lot will be paid, any other documents
required by the Auction House at the time the account is created and any time afterwards, until the
closing of the auction;
Documents of ownership – represent the registration certificate (part I and II) of your car, your ID card
or the registration certificate of your company; from comparing these you must result as owner of the
vehicle;
Form– the online form for the initial submission of the data for the vehicle you wish to sell;
Confidential information– any information revealed by one of the parties, from the moment the
account is created and which are not part of the information revealed within the Platform;
Services – intermediation services, including organising, preparing, and validating an auction for a lot
between a Seller and a User, respectively a Buyer, for the Fee and the Commission;
Fee – the price the Seller must pay for a Lot of them to be listed on the Platform;

I.

As Buyer of a Lot, by means of the Platform:

1. You declare and warrant that:
1.1. You are the legal representative of the Buyer, in case of a legal person, having the right to take
the actions required by the buying process provided by the Agreement or you have the
required legal powers from the legal representative of the Buyer, legal person, for buying a
Lot;
1.2. All the data provided in the forms during the phase of creating the account and afterwards,
as well as any other information provided to the Auction House are correct, real, and up to
date.
2. You have the following obligations:
2.1. If your Bid is the Winning Bid you commit to buy the Lot from the Seller, at the value of the
Winning Bid, otherwise you will have to make a penalty payment to the Auction House equal
to the double of the Commission, without this relieving you of the liability towards the Buyer
to cover any damage they might require from you due to this refusal. You will be able to be
relieved of liability only if the Seller waivers to sell the Lot for reasons not caused by your fault,
as Buyer (e.g. refuses to sign the sales agreement, does not show up for the signing of the
sales agreement). Wrongful acts of the Buyer which give you the obligation to pay penalties
are considered to be circumstance like, without limiting to: Refusing or not showing up for
the signing of the sales agreement for reasons other than the ones due to the Seller.
2.2. You proceed to conclude the sales agreement with the Seller, within no more than 30 days
after Closing of the Auction, to a price at least equal to the value of the Winning Bid, at the
exchange rate of the National Bank of Romania (NBR) on the closing day of the Auction and
provide to the Auction House, by email at the email address office@direktcar.ro, a scanned
copy of the sales agreement. To the extent that within 30 days after the Closing of the Auction
you do not submit a scanned copy of the sales agreement or an information email regarding
the reasons the sales agreement was not signed, by attaching any proof in this regard,

provided it exists (e.g. email received from the Seller that they do not want to sell any more,
etc.), the Auction House is entitled to consider that the Seller and the Buyer have concluded
the sales agreement, by circumventing the rights of the Auction House; in this sense, the
Auction House can go for recovering the Commission both against the Seller and you, so that
you and the Seller are jointly liable for the payment of the Commission.
2.3. You pay to the Seller or to the Auction House, at your choice, at the moment of the conclusion
of the sales agreement, no matter the date you agreed upon with the Seller to pay the price
of the Lot, the Commission of the Auction House that the Seller is obligated to transfer into
the account of the Auction House after receiving it from you and you shall make available to
the Auction House, within 5 days after making the payment of the Commission to the Seller
of to the Auction House, the proof of this payment, by submitting a scanned copy of this proof
to office@direktcar.ro. Not providing this proof within the mentioned deadline entitles the
Auction House to presume that the payment was not done by you to the Seller; in this case,
the Auction House can go for recovering the Commission both against the Seller and you, so
that you and the Seller are jointly liable for the payment of the Commission.
2.4. You understand that the conclusion of the sales agreement for the Lot with the Seller will be
done with no intervention from the Auction House, under the terms and conditions you will
agree exclusively with the Seller (e.g. payment date of the price, effective delivery of the Lot,
the ownership documents, the keys of the Lot, etc.); the Auction House shall be completely
exempt from any responsibility regarding the defects of the Lot or crowding out from a third
party. The Auction House shall provide, in section “Information” a template for a sales
agreement which you have the liberty to download and use in the version offered by the
Auction House, to modify it as you deem necessary; the Auction House has no responsibility
regarding the content of the sales agreement you shall conclude with the Buyer, the validity
of it or any aspects resulting from the interpretation, performance or termination of the
agreement.
2.5. You shall not conclude the sales agreement with the Seller by circumventing the rights of the
Auction House as set out by this Regulation;
2.6. In order to promote their services, you admit the right of the Auction House to keep, for an
unlimited time as they deem necessary, the images of the Lot in section “Auction History” or
“Closed Auctions”
2.7. You recognise the right of the Auction House to delist a Lot, to deactivate the User account
whenever there is reasonable doubt or proof regarding the receipt of incorrect, false, abusive,
offensive information, if the User or another participant in the Auction does not answer to
questions or requests from the Auction House or cannot be contacted following reasonable
attempts of the Auction House.

3. Payment Obligations
3.1. Commission. At the time of the conclusion of the sales agreement, you make the payment of
the due Commission, at your convenience, to the Seller (into their bank account, mentioned
to you by the Auction House), as agent of the Auction House, or directly to the Auction House.
If by the sales agreement you agreed with the Seller on the payment of the price of the Lot at
a date after the conclusion of the sales agreement or on a payment by instalments, the
Commission in full shall be paid to the Seller at the time of the conclusion of the sales
agreement, by bank transfer, into the account of the Seller mentioned to you by the Auction
House. The conclusion of the sales agreement gives rise to a relative presumption that the

Seller has received the Commission of the Auction House from the Buyer, giving rise to the
obligation of the Seller to transfer it to the Auction house according to the provisions of this
Regulation. For delay of the payment of the Commission to the Seller, you owe penalties of
1% per day of delay, calculated for the value of the Commission due.
3.2. Bank charges for transfer. In case of performing any payment by bank accounts, you as payer
shall bear all fees, interest rates of your bank for the said operation.
3.3. Other costs. As User, Seller, or Buyer, as applicable, you shall bear all the costs resulting from
the connection to any internet network for using the Platform, any costs for voice telephony
or fax in order to contact us, costs generated by checking the Lot before acquisition, taxes,
fees, commissions and any other costs related to the selling and buying of the Lot, its transport
to the destination of the Buyer, its insurance for the duration of the transport.
4. Observing the following phases of the Auction process, in the sequence below:
4.1. You create an account of the Platform, by filling the Form you find in the section “Create
Account”, after accepting the Terms and Conditions of the Auction House and of the Data
Protection Policy.
4.2. You automatically receive, on the email address given in the form, an email to confirm the
creation of your account; at this time you email address is also verified;
4.3. You observe the rules of the Auction, respectively:
4.3.1. The starting Price for the Auction is the one set by the Auction House;
4.3.2. Each bid will rise the price listed with the amount determined and posted by the Auction
House;
4.3.3. The Bids shall be submitted only during the time displayed by the stopwatch for the
respective Lot;
4.3.4. Once you submitted a bid, you accept that this bid may be declared the Winning Bid; in
this case, as Buyer, you will be obligated to sign the sales agreement, otherwise you will
have to pay compensation to the Auction House and the Seller, under the conditions
provided in this Regulation;
4.3.5. Permanently and for every Lot, during the auction process, at least following information
will be displayed: current price offered, remaining time until closing the Auction, number
of bids submitted;
4.3.6. At the time of submitting a Bid, but before that, information will be displayed regarding
the value of your bid, the commission owed, applicable VAT, total value of the bid, so that
once your Bid is submitted, you consent to the bidding conditions displayed;
4.3.7. Following phases will take place: Countdown, Extension of the Auction, Closing of the
Auction, as they are defined in the introduction part of this Regulation; the auction for
each lot closes when during the Countdown no bid is submitted anymore;
4.3.8. If the Highest Bid is lower than the minimum selling price agreed upon with the Seller, the
Auction House informs the Seller about the value of the Highest Bid; the Seller has 48
hours on hand to communicate to the Auction House in writing by email their agreement
or disagreement regarding the sale of the Lot at the value of the Highest Bid;
4.3.9. Within 48 hours upon Closing of the Auction (excluding Saturdays and Sundays, as well as
legal holidays), the Buyer is informed that their bid was the Winning Bid; the Bid the
Auction is closed at is not necessarily the Winning Bid, which will be determined according
to the minimum selling Price agreed upon with the Seller to which the Lot can be sold,
price which is not available to the Bidders; on the Platform could be listed only a
specification about whether the minimum selling Price was reached or not;

4.3.10. As far as the specification “Without minimum price” is listed on the Platform for a certain
Lot, this means the highest bid is also the Winning bid;
4.3.11. The Auction House offers the Buyer the contact information of the Seller, as well as
information regarding the bank account of the Seller and the value of the Commission to
be paid by the Buyer;
4.3.12. Before the closing of the auction, at your special request you can view the Lot according
to pt. 5.5; The special request is done by using the button “Lot Viewing Request” in the
box of each Lot; within 24 hours upon requesting the viewing we will give you the
information regarding the place, date and time you can view the lot;
4.3.13. You close the sales agreement with the Seller for the value of the Winning Bid within no
more than 30 days upon validation of the Winning Bid;
4.3.14. You submit to the Auction House, at office@direktcar.ro a scanned copy of the signed
sales agreement or, if it is not signed, the reasons that prevented the signing of the
agreement and proof thereof;
4.3.15. You pay to the Auction House the Commission owed, either by using the bank account of
the Auction House mentioned on the Platform on the Contact page or that they will
specify to you or into the account of the Seller communicated to you by the Auction
House.
5. You have the following rights
5.1. To be correctly and completely informed about any aspect of the Services we deliver; for this
you may address us any question or request by using any means provided on the Contact
page; we shall reply within no more than 24 hours upon request;
5.2. To benefit from the Services provided by us under the terms and conditions presented here.
Any alteration of those shall apply immediately, except for the payment obligation which shall
apply only for Auctions beginning after the alteration of these Terms and Conditions.
5.3. To create an account and to place bids for one or more Lots presenting interest to you; the
provisions of this Contract apply according to each Lot;
5.4. To be declared Buyer if your bid is declared Winning Bid;
5.5. To view the Lot and the Sales documentation before closing the Auction in order to identify
any defects and to verify the ownership right of the Seller; the Lot will be bought “as is and
where it is”; the Buyer has no right to subsequently invoke non-conformities of the Lot,
neither to the Seller nor to the Auction House; Non-performance of the viewing right by the
potential Buyer does not give them the right to subsequently invoke the existence of defects
regarding the Lot;
5.6. To be indemnified for damages incurred as a consequence of non-performance or
inappropriate performance of the Services, intentionally or by gross negligence of the Auction
House. In this respect you can approach us by any means provided on the Contact page, you
can file a complaint with the National Authority for Consumer Protection
http://www.anpc.gov.ro/articol/536/cum-se-depune-o-reclamatie or the National Authority
for Administration and Regulation in Communications http://www.ancom.org.ro/ or to
address the relevant courts for the recovery of any damage.
5.7. Any other rights provided in this Regulation.

II.

As Intermediary for the sale of a Lot, by means of the Platform, the Auction House has
the following rights and obligations:

1. Obligations
1.1. To list any Lot for which both the Auction Documentation and the Fee have been received and
regarding to which the Auction House considers the conditions required by this Regulation for
the listing to be met;
1.2. To ensure the technical and organisational infrastructure for the fulfilment of the purpose of
this Regulation;
1.3. To organise the Auction, under secure conditions for the information, submitted bids, date
and time of their submission;
1.4. To ensure, if they deem necessary, the validation of the fair organisation and functioning of
the Auction by a notary public or lawyer, guaranteeing even in the absence of these the
fairness of its organisation and functioning;
1.5. To resume the Auction for a certain Lot, with no additional cost for the Seller, if it has been
interrupted, cancelled or affected in any other way by any circumstances arising due to the
Auction House;
1.6. To refund the Fee if the Auction cannot take place any longer due to reasons attributable to
the Auction House, such as intended actions or gross negligence;
1.7. To process the personal data of the participants in the Auction, according to the provisions of
the personal privacy policy;
1.8. Any other obligations arising from this Regulation or from legal provisions.
2. Rights
2.1. To extend the posted Term of the auction by 12 hours if technical errors occurred regarding
the Platform;
2.2. To be exempt from any responsibility, both by the Seller and the Buyer, regarding but not
limited to:
2.2.1. the refusal of any of them to proceed to the Viewing the Lot;
2.2.2. the submission by any of them of false, erroneous, incomplete, not up-to-date
information or documents, etc.;
2.2.3. the refusal of any of them to proceed to the signing of the sales agreement;
2.2.4. non-performance or improper performance by the Seller of Buyer of the obligations
arising from the sales agreement;
2.2.5. failing of the Lot to meet the expectations of the Buyer, identification of errors,
inaccuracies, non-conformities in the ownership documents of the Lot, hidden or
apparent defects of the Lot;
2.2.6. any damages suffered by the Buyer due to their travel and viewing of the Lot at the
mentioned location;
2.2.7. non-conformity of the Lots with the specification posted on the Platform;
2.2.8. non-conformity of the information on the Platform or provided by the Auction House to
any of the Parties;
2.2.9. malfunctions of the Platform, damages incurred due to the use of the Platform, the
impossibility to use the Platform, to submit a bid, software errors of the Platform, illegal
use of the Platform by a third party, actions of the Seller and the Buyer after the Closing

of the Auction, except if they are caused by intention or gross negligence of the Auction
House;
2.2.10. any damages incurred due to the dissemination, by means of the Platform, of any viruses
or any other programs or files belonging to a third party;
2.3. To invoice and collect the Fee and the Commission, under the terms and conditions of this
Regulation;
2.4. To exclude form the Auction any User if there are clues regarding the inaccuracy of the
information provided, if the required information or documents are not provided but
necessary for the performance of the obligations according to this Agreement, if fraud
attempts or fraudulent, illicit, immoral actions are determined.
2.5. Any other rights provided in this Regulation.
3. Validity of the Agreement
3.1. This Regulation enters into force with the confirmation of the creation of the account on the
Platform by the Auction House by email and applies until the performance by the Parties of
all rights and obligations arising from this.
3.2. The Auction House has the right to modify this Agreement, whereby any modification shall
apply only for Lots listed after the modification.
3.3. As User you can cancel the created account at any time by sending an email with this request
to the address office@direktcar.ro; in this case, your account including all the data submitted
to us shall be removed from the Platform. You will not be able to cancel your account if you
are involved in an Auction as bidder and if you have been declared Buyer (if you placed the
highest Bid) you will not be able to cancel until you prove the payment of your payment
obligations of the Commission according to this Regulation.
4. Confidentiality
4.1. None of the Parties of this Agreement has the right to disclose to third parties, without the
consent of the Party they belong to, Confidential Information, except for situations explicitly
mentioned in this Agreement.
4.2. Infringement of this obligation gives the injured party the right to require compensation for
all material damage sustained due to the infringement of this obligation.
4.3. We will not be able to comply with this confidentiality obligation if a legal provision requires
disclosure of information on you, if we have an audit from the public authorities and they will
require access to our databases where information on you may be found but, regularly, public
authorities are also bound by statutory confidentiality obligations.
4.4. When you get in contact with us, please do not send us any messages or comments
discriminatory, political, religious, xenophobic in nature, which can provoke to hate, with
illegal or immoral content, since such messages will be immediately deleted from our
database.
5. Liability
5.1. Although we tried to implement the best security measures, we cannot guarantee and shall
not be held liable for any damages incurred to devices belonging to you and used by you to

navigate our Platform, to the information stored on it and also not for the permanent smooth
functioning and without interruptions of this Platform.
5.2. Also, we cannot be liable if certain information published is no longer up-to-date, if you made
any decision considering the information published on the Platform, except for the ones
regarding personal data protection and for the security of which we are liable, or if our
information is useful or not in your life or activity.
6. Links to other websites
6.1. To the extent our website offers you the possibility to access other website by means of a link,
we inform you that we are not liable for the performance of those websites, for the security
measures implemented by their owners or for the information provided by them. Thus, we
recommend you read carefully the Terms and Conditions, as well as the Data Protection Policy
published on those websites.
6.2. We reserve the right to deactivate at any time any of the links to other websites if we see this
fit according to our interests.
7. Intellectual Property
7.1. The configuration of our Platform, the information included in its content, the icons, concept
used, design, brand are our intellectual property and can be registered as trademarks and
industrial designs, or can be protected by copyright. This is why their use, without our written
consent, shall be deemed an infringement of our intellectual property rights which can lead
to you civil, contraventional or criminal liability.
7.2. Thus, you are prohibited from editing, copying, redistributing or using in any other way for
commercial purpose any information and any element from the content of our website.
7.3. The display of any brand name or any trademark on the pages of our website is not a granting
of a license right on those for their use for identical or similar products or services or for any
other products or services.
8. Protection of personal data
8.1. For details regarding the processing of your personal data we collect when you navigate on
the pages of the Platform or when you fill in the online forms provided, please consult Our
Confidentiality Policy.
9. Contact
9.1. For any questions, exercising any right, submitting communication, please use out contact
data available in the section “Contact”.

10. Applicable law. Disputes
10.1.
This Agreement is governed by Romanian law. Any dispute related to its
interpretation, performance or termination shall be solved by the competent courts,
according to the legal provisions, if the Parties shall not manage to settle them out of court.
11. Final Provisions
11.1.
This Agreement is an agreement concluded remotely, according to the provisions of
the Law no. 365/2002 regarding electronic commerce and are supplemented with any legal
disposition applicable.

